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Lisa and her mom were walking home from school. Lisa loved her 

town. She liked the parks and the lake and the busy streets. Most 

of all, she liked to try different kinds of foods.

Her town had so many kinds of restaurants! Lisa loved eating pizza 

at Mr. Sereno's shop.

"Mr. Sereno came to our town from Italy," her mom told Lisa.

She liked eating dumplings at Mr. Lin's Chinese restaurant. Mr. Lin 

was from China.
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She liked to visit her friend José at his parents' Mexican restaurant. 

José's parent were from Mexico.

"Mom," she asked as they walked home, "can we buy tacos for 

dinner?"

"Good idea!" her mom said.
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ReadWorks Vocabulary - China

China 
	
	
	


	
	

					
					Chi
						·
					na
						
				

Definition
noun

1. a country in eastern Asia. China is also called the People's Republic of China. Beijing is the 
capital of China.

Spanish cognate

China: The Spanish word China means China.
				

These are some examples of how the word or forms of the word are used:

1. In China, children and their families eat noodles for a long life.

2. The Great Wall of China is the longest structure ever built. It twists and turns through China for 
about 4,000 miles. The wall was built to keep out invaders. Parts of the wall are more than 
2,000 years old.

3. Jade is the most popular stone in China. It is green and smooth, and when you hold it in your 
hand, it is cool. In street markets, you can find many things made out of jade, such as jewelry, 
statues, and chops. Chops are stamps that have a person's signature on them.

4. More and more of the bamboo forests where giant pandas live are being cut down. China has 
more people than any country in the world, and these people need food, clothing, and homes. 
Farmers want to use the land where the forests are to plant food. Loggers want to cut down 
the forests and sell the bamboo to make money.
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Italy 
	
	
	


	
	

					
					It
						·
					a
						·
					ly
						
				

Definition
noun

1. a country in southern Europe. Rome is the capital of Italy.

Spanish cognate

Italia: The Spanish word Italia means Italy.
				

These are some examples of how the word or forms of the word are used:

1. Europe is home to the Leaning Tower of Pisa. That is a famous tower in Italy. The tower was 
built on soil made up of sand and clay.

2. In the United States, the most popular breeds of dogs are Labrador retrievers, German 
shepherds, and beagles. In England, the most popular dog breeds are Labrador retrievers and 
cocker spaniels. In Italy, many people have German shepherds. There are so many types of 
dogs that everyone can find the perfect pet.

3. Work on the Duomo cathedral, in Florence, Italy, actually started before the Renaissance, in 
1296. But the building took 140 years to complete. The plague and many wars prevented 
construction from continuing on the building as planned.

4. Italians had social clubs not just in Little Italy, but in many other neighborhoods, like 
Bensonhurst and Carroll Gardens, in Brooklyn. The Italians saw these clubs as an important 
way of maintaining their native heritage. Sometimes, members of some of the clubs would be 
from the same region of Italy. While the members of the clubs were all Americans, they still 
celebrated certain Italian holidays.
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Mexico 
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						·
					i
						·
					co
						
				

Definition
noun

1. a country in North America south of the United States. Mexico City is the capital of Mexico.

Spanish cognate

México: The Spanish word México means Mexico.
				

These are some examples of how the word or forms of the word are used:

1. In Mexico, a child breaks open a piñata. Everyone shares the candies inside.

2. The people who are now moving to the United States come from nearly every country in the 
world. However, most of them come from Mexico, China, India, Korea, the Dominican 
Republic, and El Salvador. All those countries are located south of the United States or in Asia.

3. The forest floor is very dark and wet. Few plants grow on the floor. Many large animals live in 
this part of the rain forest, such as jaguars. Jaguars are wild cats that live in the rain forests in 
Mexico, which is a country in Central America.

4. All of this produce comes from farms. Sometimes those farms are very far away. Many of the 
grapes sold in the United States are grown in South America. The lettuce could be grown in 
Mexico. Trucks, ships and planes bring food from all over the world to a grocery store near 
you.

5. Hurricane Jimena hit Mexico in September of that year. Hurricane season lasts from June 1 to 
November 30.
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So Many Kinds of Food! - Comprehension Questions

Name: ___________________________________ Date: _______________

1. What does Lisa like most about her town?

A. walking through the busy streets

B. playing at the parks and the lake

C. trying different kinds of food

2. Who are the main characters in this story?

A. Mr. Sereno and Mr. Lin

B. Lisa and her mom

C. Lisa, her mom, Mr. Sereno, and Mr. Lin

3. Lisa's town has restaurants owned by people from Italy, 

China, and Mexico. What does this tell us about the 

people who live in Lisa's town?

A. They moved to Lisa's town from all over the world.

B. Many of them do not speak English.

C. They were all born in America.

4. What is "So Many Kinds of Food!" mainly about?

A. Lisa's favorite food

B. why Lisa likes her town

C. food in Lisa's town that Lisa likes
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So Many Kinds of Food! - Comprehension Questions

5. Where is Mr. Sereno from?

6. What did you learn from "So Many Kinds of Food!"?
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So Many Kinds of Food! - Comprehension Questions

7. Class Discussion Question: Discuss why having 

people from all over the world makes Lisa's town a great 

place to live.

8. Draw a picture of Lisa eating at Mr. Sereno's shop.
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